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I have so many fond memories of that. Moved on to CD-ROM. With its 'enhanced' FMV sequences and a superior graphics engine, it was a superior sequel to the Windows version. The physics engine is also improved to the point where it seems to be almost arcade-like. A few annoying bugs and the 'enhanced' graphics still make it inferior to its Windows counterpart. If you have to play this game on a computer that's too old for Win95 (a good amount of
machines), this version is highly recommended. The PlayStation version of ICT. It also had a few enhancements (like the ability to have team captains), and a few fixes/changes, although it never got as many updates as the PC game. It is a good game, but IMO not as good as the Windows version. I still like playing the Mac version of the Windows version more, though. I've always wanted to have a version for the Mac. But I never have. I think it would be quite
difficult to make an OS 9 version that would be as good as the Windows one. Because of the way that Mac and Windows differ in the way they work, and the way they handle files and folders. If I ever had the time I would try and create a Mac version. I'd love to do it, just because I love the game and I love playing it on my Mac. Oh, if you are wondering, what the problems with the PC version of the Mac version are, I'll tell you. The problems are that the Mac
version is an old version of the game and it was designed with the Mac as the primary platform. The PC version of the Mac version is much better, because it was designed for the Mac as the primary platform and as a result, it takes advantage of the Mac's hardware to the fullest. Another reason why I think that a Mac version is more difficult to make is because of the Mac OS. For the Mac version, you would have to use the Mac OS 8.6 and 8.7. If you are
familiar with that, that's because that is the version of Mac OS that the original Mac version is using. The Mac OS 9 (or OS X) is a much later version of the Mac OS that I think is incompatible with older versions. So you would have to make a newer version of the game and then make it compatible with the Mac OS 8.6 and 8.7. Not only that,
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